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During the outage following initial power escalation testing, certain testing was
required to be performed, in which it was necessary to initiate Steam Generator (S/G)
high-high and low-low level signals. These signals could not be initiated because they
were already present due to draining and filling certain S/G's. Temporary station
modification (TSM) work requests were written to reverse S/G 1evel circuitry operation
and clear alarms to facilitate testing. Three related incidents are described in this
report.

A S/G high-high level signal was initiated during installation of the TSM's on May 13,
1985, at approximately 0430 hours. A cause of Personnel Error is assigned to the first
incident because of miscommunication. Installation of the'second TSM should not have
taken place while other channels of S/G circuitry were in alarm.

While the TSM's were implemented, S/G 1evels changed, causing S/G low-low level signals
to be initiated on May 14, 1985, at approximately 0403 hours. Operations was not fully
avare of the impact that the TSM's had on plant operation because adequate information
was not provided on the TSM Work Request with respect to the ef fect on system
operation. Therefore, the second incident is also classified as a Personnel Error.

While the TSM's were being removed, S/G low-low level signals were initiated. The
exact sequence of events and cause could not be determined.

t

Unit I was in Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown) at the time of these incidents. These incidents
are reportable pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73, Section (a)(2)(iv), and 10 CFR 50.72,
Section (b)(2)(ii).
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Associated with each Steam Generator (S/G) are seven level transmitters and
i related circuitry, three wide range channels and four narrow range channels.

Two of the three wide range channels provide input only for indication. The
other wide range channel provides input for indication, but also interlocks
to open a steam supply valve to the Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine (AFPT)

I on low-low level in two-out-of-four S/G's. All four narrow range channels

i provide input to the Solid State Protection System (SSPS), actuating asso-
ciated bistables and initiating safety interlocks (such as Auxiliary Feed-
water (CA) Motor Driven Pump and AFPT auto start) when safety limits arei

reached. They also provide input to Control Room indication.

Two-out-of-four channels indicating high-high level in the respective S/G

will initiate Main Feedwater (CF) Isolation. Two-out-of-four channels
indicating low-low level for the respective S/G will initiate CA Motor

i Driven Pump auto start. Two-out-of-four channels indicating low-low level
in at least two S/G's will initiate an AFPT auto start.;

The high-high level and low-low level circuits on each bistable card are

normally energized. The circuits de-energize to initiate safety interlocks
when safety limits are reached. When a bistable card is removed from the
circuit for maintenance or testing, both a high-high and a low-low level
signal are generated.

DESCRIPTION OF FIRST INCIDENT
At some point prior to tnis incident, channel 1 level instrumentation for
S/G C lost water level in the reference leg, making the icyc1 transmitter
indicate zero Delta P since the S/G was empty. The loss of reference leg
probably occurred during the draining of the S/G. Because of the zero Delta
P indication, channel I circuitry initiated a high-high Invel alarm. On
April 26, 1985 Work Request 15878 OPS was initiated to investigate and
repair the problem.

a Unit I was in Mode 5. Cold Shutdown, at the time of this incident, and outage
! work was being performed. S/G C was drained, and S/G Blevel was above the

high-high setpoint (82% narrow range). For this reason, certain S/G C level
circuitry bistables were in low-low level alarm condition (except Channel 1,
which was in high-high alarm for the above mentioned reasons), and certain
S/G B level circuitry bistables were in high-high alarm condition. Testing

) was to be conducted during the outage in which initiation of high-high and
low-low level signals was required. The signals could not be initiated,

because they aircady existed. So that testing could take place. Temporary
i Station Modification (TSM) Work Request 3391 PRF was written to reverse

operation of the circuits in alarm condition by repositioning an internal
J jumper on the bistable card to make it alarm in the energized rather than

the de-energized state. This TSM was performed on May 5, 1985, at 0530 hours.,

! Later, that same day, two other alarm conditions were noted. Channel 1

| circuitry for S/G C was in low-low alarm. As mentioned before, this 1cvel
i instrumentation had lost water level in the reference leg. It could not bc
; determined why this channel was in low-low alarm in addition to high-high

alarm. Also, channel 4 circuitry for S/G C was in low-low alarm. This

I
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channel had not been in alarm earlier, even though actual S/C C level was
ze'ra percent. So as to facilitate testing TSM Work Request 3387 PRF was
written at 1300 hours on May 10, 1985, to reverse goeration of the tves
additional circuits in alarm.

I

h on May 13, 1985, while preparing, to perform TSM 3387 PRF, it was discovered
that the low-low level circuit for S/G C. channel four, was energizing and
de-energizing periodically, explaining why it was not noted to be in alarm,

/ when TSM 3381 PRF was written. The defective bistable card was removed
and a new' card was installed and calibrated. After this was completed, the
low-low level alarm circuit stayed in alarm continuously. Work was then
begun to re-establish a reference log in S/G C, Channel 1 instrumentation.
When this work was completed, the transmitter correctly indicated maximum
Delta P, or zero percent level In the S/G. Ilowever, because the high-high
level circuit was operating in reverse, the high-high circuit was now in

1 sla na.

Work then, began on S/G C channel 4 circuitry to install TSM 3387 PRF so that
the low-low level alarm would be cicared. Technicians removed the bistable
card from the circuit. At this point, the channel 4 high-high level circuit
went into alarm. This condition along with the high-high alarm condition on
Channel 1 satisfied (thetwo-out-of-fourlogicandaCFIsolationsignaloccurred.
All CF volves except two were in their isolation state. Valve ICF10. "CF
Pump A Discharge Isolation," and ICF26. "CF Cleanup Isolation", automatically
closed. The CF System was in high pressure cicanup when the signal occurred.
The closure of these two valves discontinued high pressure cleanup. The
Nuclear Controi Operotor reset the CF isolation signal and re-established
high pressure cleanup.

7

SECOND INCIDENT
Installation of TSM 3387 PRF was completed on May 13, 1985, at 0450 hours.(

i At 0100 hours on May 14, 1985, filling of S/G C was begun. At some point
after this, draining of S/G D was begun so that it could be filled at a
latir date with condensate grade water. At 0348:03 hours, S/G C level
increased above the low-low trip setpoint, 17% narrow range. Because the
low-low level alarm circuit was not acting in reverse, a S/G C low-iov

level wag generated. On two-out-of-four channels indicating low-low level
in a single S/G, the CA Motor Driven Pumps are auto started and a Reactor
Trip Signal is generated. ficeaver, the signal had been blocked to the CA
Motor Driven Pumps and the ,Teactor was already shutdown. Thcrefore, no
componentu were cycled at this time.

At 0403:30 hours S/G D was drained to the low-low trip setpoint, 17%
|

narrow range. The low-low level logic was satisfied on two-out-of-four
C S/G's, initiating the following functions:

l
,

! -Closure of Steam Generator Blowdown (BB) System isolation valves

| -Closure of Nuclear Sampling (NM) System isolation valves
|
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-Auto opening of CA supply valves to the S/G's
'

-Auto opening of the steam supply valves (ISA2, 1SAS) to the AFPT.

! No water was pumped into the S/G's, as no steam was avullable to drive the
AFPT.,

|
11tIRD INCIDENTt

At about 2050 hours on May 14, 1985, technicians began removing TSM 3381
PRF. According to the computer alarm typer, a S/G B low-low level signal
occurred at 2054:46:060 hours. At this point, BB and NM System isolation

i valves auto closed. Also, the CA supply valves to the S/G's auto opened
j and the steam supply valves to the AFPT auto opened. At 2055:20 hours, the
i low-low level signal cleared. Based on a number of additional information
j sources, the exact sequence of events and causes of the incident coic' w t

be determined. S/G B level was approximately 80% according to the . ._ ve l
1 strip chart recorder and NRC Notification Procedure. H is disagrees with
i the alarm typer. It is post.ibic that the removal of the TSM was related,

but the technicians removed only one bistable card at a time, which should
not have caused the incident.

i
'

CONCLUSION

Re first incident occurred due to the technicians removing the channel
four bistable card while high-high level existed on chaunct one due to
the original TSM (3381 PRF). The original TSM cleared the high-high 1cvel
alarm on channel one while the reference Icg was drained, but after filling
the reference leg, the circuit then re-alarmed on high-high level. ne
bistable card for channel four should not have beer .. moved from the

I circuit while channel one was in alarm.
i

j Although the personnel responsible for the miscommunication error could
not be determined, Personnel Error, is assigned as the cause of this incident.

ne second incident occurred because personnel were unaware of the effects,

! of the TSH installed on S/G C circuitry. When the TSM was originated,
2 the stated ef fect on system operation was that it would " Clear the Feedwater
j Isolation Signal and CA Pump Auto Start Signal".

H is information was incomplete, and did not fully describe the true effects
on system operation, i.e., actuation logic for the bistabic cards was!

reversed. Therefore, this incident is classified as a Personnel Error.
;

! As stated previously, the exact sequence of events for the third incident
I could not be determined. Some of the sources of information conflicted.
| nerefore, this incident is classified as cause Unknown.

." An underlying cause in all of these incidents was a failure to fully
understand the affects of TSM's on system operation, especially under
changing plant conditions.
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CORRECTIVE ACTION
1) First Incident - Nuclear Control Operator reset the CF isolation signal

and re-established high pressure clean-up of the CF System. '

2) Second Incident - S/G low-low level signal autcmatically cleared, and
* ,

SA and CA System valves closed. '

3) Third Incident - Removal of the TSM cleared the signal.
4) A letter was sent to all supervisory personnel by the Station Manager

concerning TSM's re-emphasizing the need for personnel to be fully
aware of the affect on piant oper3. tion, and to inform the appropriate
personnel of the affects, especially during changing plant conditions.

5) The S/G B low-low level computer point will be investigated to determine
if there is a problem, and a work request will be initiated if necessary.

.

SAFETY ANALYSIS '
-

At the time of these incidents, residual heat was being removed by the
Residual Heat Removal (ND) System. The ND pumps were recirculating the
coolant and no reactor coolant pumps were running. The ND pumps were
supplying auxiliary pressurizer spray. No heat was being removed via the
S/G's. The AFPT did not pump vater into the S/G's because no steam was
available to drivre the trubine. The incidents had no affect on the ability
to remove heat from the core, and would not have, even if water had been

i pumped into the S/G's.

The health and safety of the public was not affected by these incidents.
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Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissionj
Washington, D. C. 20555

4

Subject: Catawba Nuclear Station Unit 1
Docket No. 50-413

Gentlemen: .

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 Section (a) (1) and (d), attached is Licensee
Event Report 413/85-33 concerning reversed operation of Steam Generator
level circuitry causing ESF actuations. This event was considered to
be of no significance with respect to the health and safety of the
public.

,

Very truly yours,

7d4. 7A gA
Hal B. Tucker

RWO: sib

Attachment *

| cc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator American Nuclear Insurers
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library'

Region II The Exchange, Suite 245
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900 270 Farmington Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 30323 Farmington, CT 06032

Palmetto Alliance M&M Nuclear Consultants
2135 Devine Street 1221 Avenue of the Americas

; Columbia, South Carolina 29205 New York, New York 10020

I
Mr. Jesse L. Riley INPO Records Center

. Carolina Environmental Study Group Suite 1500
854 Henley Place 1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Charlotte, North Carolina 28207 Atlanta, Georgia 30339

Robert Guild, Esq. NRC Resident Inspector
P. O. Box 12097 Catawba Nuclear Station
Charleston, South Carolina 29412
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